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DIGITAL INTERVIEW ACCESSORIES 

NEAL INTERVIEW CD   
Stock Code: 29-918
700MB (77 minute) printed with blank 
sections for name of interviewer, 
interviewee, date and time etc. Individually 
shrink wrapped in jewel case with easy to open tear strip.

CD SEALER LABELS   
Stock Code: 29-915
Preprinted with blank sections for 
completion by person conducting 
interview.  To ensure maximum evidential security, seal features die-
cuts and high strength adhesive. This product features a ‘use by date’ 
to always ensure adhesive is at its maximum performance.

CD PENS   
Stock Code: 29-213

CD Marker pens with a standard sized, soft fibre 
tip for writing directly onto the top surface of CDs 
and DVDs.  Pack includes 4 pens of mixed colours.

TRANSCRIPTION PLAYER SOFTWARE   
Stock Code: 29-210

The NEAL Transcription Player software, for use 
on a Windows PC, allows for simple and 
effective transcription of pre-recorded audio 
in applications such as transcribing evidential 
interviews, hearings and meetings.  The 

NEAL Transcription Player is supplied on a 
CD, licensed for use on a single computer. For multiple installations, 
please contact NEAL Sales.

USB FOOTPEDAL   
Stock Code: 58-202

This ruggedly constructed foot 
pedal is intended for use in 
transcription systems, providing 
play, forward and rewind 
controls. Ergonomically designed for minimal to no foot fatigue, it is 
generously sized to suit all sizes of feet. Heavy duty micro-switches 
and robust construction offer reliable performance.

DESK MOUNTING BRACKETS FOR 
NEAL 9100 SERIES   
Stock Code: 29-979
Desk mounting brackets for NEAL 9000 
Series Fixed Location Recorders. Supplied 
in pairs. Mounting holes are suitable for 
M4 screws.

9102 / 9103 SERIES BAG   
Stock Code: NEALCB9XX2/3
Heavy duty carrying bag specifically 
manufactured for NEAL 9102 and 9103 
Series CD interview recorders. Pockets for 
power supply / mains lead, boundary layer 
microphones and CDs. Bag is fitted with 
adjustable carrying strap.

29-970 FLIGHT CASE FOR 
9221P / 9321P    
Stock Code: 29-970
Robust Peli hard shell case in black for NEAL 9221P / 9321P 
Portable CD interview recorder. Custom foam ensures secure 
transportation as hold luggage or by courier. Dedicated space for 
CDs and accessories. Case is fitted with roll wheels, retractable 
handle and pressure purge valve allows quick equalisation after 
changes in altitude or temperature. Peli protector cases are 
guaranteed unbreakable for life.



ANALOGUE INTERVIEW ACCESSORIES

AUDIO INTERVIEW CASSETTE TAPES   
Stock Code: 29-900
C90 (45 minute) with label on one side 
only, individually shrink wrapped in case with 
easy to open tear strip.

AUDIO TAPE SEALER LABEL   
Stock Code: 29-901
Preprinted with blank sections for completion by 
person conducting interview.  To ensure maximum 
evidential security, seal features die-cuts and high 
strength adhesive. This product features a ‘use  
by date’ to always ensure adhesive is at its 
maximum performance.

ENHANCED AUDIO 
TAPE SEALER LABEL    
Stock Code: 29-912
Preprinted with blank sections for completion by person conducting 
interview. An adhesive tear-off label is also provided for the working 
copy cassette.  To ensure maximum evidential security, seal features 
die-cuts and high strength adhesive. This product features a ‘use by 
date’ to always ensure adhesive is at its maximum performance. 

AUDIO CLEANING CASSETTE   
Stock Code: 29-910
Cassette cleaner has mechanical wet system to 
give to-and-fro cleaning action across heads, for optimum efficiency. 
More effective than wet fabric tape types. Pads also clean capstan 
and pinch rollers.Model supplied may vary.
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UNIVERSAL INTERVIEW ACCESSORIES

LEVEL LIMITED HEADPHONES   
Stock Code: 54-304/305
Sennheiser HD480, the “standard” broadcast studio 
headphone. Small foam earpad and level limited to 
93dB for use with NEAL Transcribers.

LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES  

Stock Code: 29-920
Stereo headphones, with foam-padded earpieces. 
Frequency response is optimised for speech reproduction. Supplied 
with adaptor to allow the headphones to be used with NEAL 
interview transcribers and most PCs.

BOUNDARY LAYER MICROPHONE   
Stock Code: 29-943
The NEAL Boundary Layer Microphone is a robust, all metal 
construction designed specifically for the application of speech 
recording. It’s omni directional polar pattern and unobtrusive 
appearance make it the ideal solution 
for the recording of all interviews.

  


